CHANGES IN AUTHORSHIP

REMOVAL OF AUTHOR — BEFORE PUBLICATION

Notes
- See also flowchart on ‘Ghost, guest, or gift authorship in a submitted manuscript’ https://doi.org/10.24318/cope.2019.2.18 as requests for authorship changes may indicate presence of a ghost, guest, or gift author.
- Most important to check with the author(s) whose name(s) is/are being removed from the paper and get their agreement in writing.

**CLARIFY REASON FOR REMOVING AUTHOR**

Yes

- Amend author list and contributor details (role of each author/contributor and acknowledgements), as needed

No

**SUSPEND REVIEW/PUBLICATION OF PAPER**

Authorship needs to be agreed by all authors. Inform excluded author(s) that if they wish to pursue the matter they should do this with their co-authors or institutions rather than the editor

**PROCEED WITH REVIEW/PUBLICATION**

Yes

Check that all authors consent in writing to removal of author (including excluded author)

Ask why author should be (or wishes to be) removed from list – refer to journal guidelines or authorship declaration, which should state that all authors meet appropriate criteria. Ask if excluded author suspects fraud/misconduct